Density functional theory augmented with Hubbard-U corrections (DFT+U ) is currently one of the widely used methods for first-principles electronic structure modeling of insulating transition metal oxides (TMOs). Since U is relatively large compared to band widths, the magnetic excitations in TMOs are expected to be well described by a Heisenberg model. However, in practice the calculated exchange parameters Jij depend on the magnetic configuration from which they are extracted and on the functional used to compute them. In this work we investigate how the spin polarization dependence of the underlying exchange-correlation functional influences the calculated magnetic exchange constants of TMOs. We perform a systematic study of the predictions of calculations based on the local density approximation plus U (LDA+U ) and the local spin density approximation plus U (LSDA+U ) for the electronic structures, total energies and magnetic exchange interactions Jij's extracted from ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) configurations of several transition metal oxide materials. We report that, for realistic choices of Hubbard U and Hund's J parameters, LSDA+U and LDA+U calculations result in different values of the magnetic exchange constants and band gap. The dependence of the band gap on the magnetic configuration is stronger in LDA+U than in LSDA+U and we argue that this is the main reason why the configuration dependence of the Jij's is found to be systematically more pronounced in LDA+U than in LSDA+U calculations. We report a very good correspondence between the computed total energies and the parameterized Heisenberg model for LDA+U calculations, but not for LSDA+U , suggesting that LDA+U is a more appropriate method for estimating exchange interactions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transition metal oxides (TMOs) possess a plethora of interesting physical properties. A classical example is the outstandingly rich phase diagram of doped manganites [1, 2] . First-principles modelling of transition metal oxides and related materials is of longstanding interest, and their potential as multiferroics and for antiferromagnetic spintronics [3] as well as the increasing importance of high throughput calculations (for example in materials genome-related studies) creates an urgent need to understand the strengths and weaknesses of different computational methods in providing descriptions of the main properties of TMOs.
The complex correlated nature of the TMO electronic ground states have led to the development and extension of electronic structure methods [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Density functional theory augmented with a Hubbard U correction [10] [11] [12] (DFT+U ) is currently the most widely used firstprinciples method for studying TMOs because of its clear physical formulation and limited computational costs, which allow to tackle even large systems. Within this theory, one selects certain correlated orbitals, and explicitly considers local Coulomb interactions for them. Alternatively, self-interaction-corrected DFT [13] and hybrid functionals [14, 15] are also commonly used [5, 6, 16] and often provide a physical picture rather similar to that of DFT+U . More sophisticated approaches based on GW approximation [17, 18] , dynamical mean-field theory [19] or a combination of the two [20] are employed in TMOs studies, but are more computationally demanding and their development is currently ongoing.
A basic question is whether to base augmented density functional theory on an exchange correlation functional that depends on charge density only [10] or on an exchange-correlation functional that depends on both charge and spin density [11] . In the rest of the paper we will refer to these two methods as LDA+U and LSDA+U functionals, respectively [21] . In LDA+U , the direct energetic contribution to the magnetism originates entirely from the Hubbard U term and thus appears exclusively on the subset of orbitals considered as correlated. The remaining orbitals may acquire non-zero inducted magnetism from hybridization with the correlated orbitals. On the other hand, in the LSDA+U approximation the spin polarization of all orbitals contributes directly to the magnetic energy. This is widely believed to be a more reasonable approximation, and for this reason calculations based on LSDA+U are more common.
Recently, Chen and Millis [9] building on previous work of Marianetti, Park and Millis [8] compared the total energies, magnetic moments and density of states for several TMO materials predicted by spin-dependent and spinindependent functionals. The results were also analyzed in terms of strength of U and compared on a qualitative level with the Slater-Kanamori Hamiltonian. One of the main conclusion of this study was that the onsite exchange splitting of the transition metal d-orbitals is overestimated in LSDA+U .
Many TMOs have magnetic ground states; in insulating TMOs the low energy magnetic excitations are expected to be described by a Heisenberg-type model and theoretical estimates of the values of the exchange couplings in these models are of interest. The exchange couplings in TMOs have been addressed on a first-principles level by numerous studies [5, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . They may be obtained from the electronic structure methods by computing total energy differences between different magnetic states, by use of the magnetic force theorem (MFT) [29] or from spin spiral calculations [30] . These three methods provide different results (see e.g. Refs. [23] [24] [25] 31] ). Moreover, the MFT-derived J ij 's depend on the magnetic ground state from which they are extracted. It has been argued [25] that correlated oxides with relatively large U values can be expected to be prototypical Heisenberg magnets characterized by configuration-independent exchange interaction although at large U charge transfer processes involving the ligand ions and controlled by the band gap become more important [32] so ratio of the bandwidth to the charge transfer gap may be a more relevant criterion. In several works, the configurationdependence of the MFT-derived J ij is argued to be a signature of higher-order magnetic interactions [33, 34] , in line with the work of Fedorova et al [35] , highlighting the importance of biquadratic interactions in manganites. Another reason for the configuration dependence of the interactions in TMOs is argued to be the oxygen polarization, which is present in the FM state, but is absent in the AFM one [36, 37] . Logemann and coworkers [25] found that explicit inclusion of the oxygen magnetic moments reduces the state dependence of the calculated exchange constants for NiO, but not for MnO, indicating that explicit inclusion of ligand polarization does not systematically improve the description of magnetic properties of TMOs.
In summary, the previous literature indicates that the calculated exchange constants of transition metal oxides depend on the methodology used for the calculation and on the magnetic state, calling into question an interpretation of the magnetic properties in terms of a Heisenberg-like model. This paper characterizes the differences between results of LDA+U and LSDA+U calculations for the energies, band gaps, and exchange constants of the transition metal oxide compounds CaMnO 3 (CMO), MnO, FeO, CoO and NiO. We have chosen these systems, which have different crystal structures and different d-level occupancies, to ensure the generality of our conclusions. Our results enable the identification of the origin of the observed deviations from Heisenberg model of the TMOs and indicate that functionals of density only (rather than spin density dependent functionals) provides a reasonable description of the magnetic energetics, consistent with a Heisenberg-like description.
The article is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide the theoretical background and the details of the computations performed in this work. The main results are presented in Section III, which compares calculated properties obtained with two different functionals. The results are discussed, and conclusions drawn, in Section IV.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
We study CaMnO 3 (CMO), MnO, FeO, CoO and NiO. Relevant parameters including space groups and lattice constants are shown in Table I . While MnO and NiO are rhombohedral below their Néel temperatures, FeO and CoO exhibit larger-amplitude distortions from the rocksalt structure due to an orbital-ordering induced by the Jahn-Teller effect and leading to a further reduction of the crystal symmetry to monoclinic. However, the change in the lattice parameters is not substantial, keeping them to be less than 1% different. All of the compounds order antiferromagnetically at low temperatures. For the monoxides the antiferromagnetism is of the Néel type characterized by opposite spins on adjacent TM sites, this may also be viewed as a stacking of ferromagnetic planes along (111) axis with alternating direction of the TM moments [38] . CMO is different and has an orthorhombic structure with b 0.99a and large c, possessing a G-type AFM order.
We have computed the electronic structures of all of the compounds using the full-potential linear muffin-tin orbital (FP-LMTO) code RSPt [39] ; implementation details at the DFT level are described in Ref. [40] and the implementation of the DFT+U formalism is given in Refs. [41, 42] . According to this formalism, the energy functional is given by:
where E DFT is the contribution to the total energy from one the exchange-correlation functionals, e.g., local density approximation (LDA) in our case. E U is the energy contribution due to the Hubbard term, added in a static mean-field fashion. Finally, E DC is a compensation to avoid double-counting (DC) of the interactions contained both in E U and E DFT . The fully rotationally invariant formulation of the Hubbard interaction (4-index U -matrix [12, 43] ) is used throughout this paper unless otherwise stated. This matrix can be parametrized via Slater integrals that are constructed from two effective parameters: onsite Coulomb U and Hund's exchange J as described in Ref. [12] . These parameters can be either extracted from experiments or calculated from first-principles. In this work, we have taken their values from the literature as listed in Table. I. For the case of CMO, the value of effective U (U eff = U − J) is reported around 3 to 4 eV [44] . However, our previous study using U = 4 eV and J = 0.9 eV resulted in a magnetic moment and an ordering temperature in agreement with experiment [45] . For the other TMO system, the U value can change from 6 to 9 eV depending on, e.g., the d shell occupations [26, 46] . The value of the Hund's exchange J, on the other hand, is typically around 0.9 eV and only weakly depends on the environment of the 3d atom in solids. Therefore, we set this value equal to 0.9 eV for all the TMO systems studied in this work. We used the fully localized limit (FLL) formulation of the double counting, with the double counting potential [47] 
where n = n ↑ + n ↓ is the total number of electrons on the correlated orbitals (TM-3d in the cases studied here). To compute E DFT we used two exchange-correlation functionals: the local density approximation (LDA) and the local spin density approximation (LSDA). In the former case the DFT energy has no explicit dependence on the magnetization (of course there is an implicit dependence arising from band rearrangement in the magnetic state) while in the latter case the DFT energy depends explicitly on the local magnetization. This difference affects the double-counting correction. In LDA+U the spin density does not enter the DFT functional correction, so that n/2 is used instead of n σ in Eq. (2), and thus the correction is the same for both spin channels. In LSDA+U , the DC correction is different for states with opposite spin projections σ. The convergence of the results with respect to the number of k-points has been analyzed by performing selected calculations with large meshes. Finally, a converged kmesh of 16×16×16 for MnO, FeO, Co and NiO, a mesh of 9×9×7 for CMO have been employed.
The magnetic force theorem [29, 51] is applied to the converged DFT+U solutions, leading to estimates for the pairwise exchange constants J ij between the two spins, located at sites i and j and providing a mapping of the magnetic excitations onto the Heisenberg Hamiltonian: e i is a unit vector along the magnetisation direction at site i. Negative (positive) sign of the J ij corresponds to AFM (FM) coupling. More details of the evaluation of the exchange interactions, particularly in relation to the basis set used for the local orbitals, can be found in Ref. [52] .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The transition metal oxide compounds listed in Table I have different electronic structures and local physics. In all cases the local environment leads to an approximately cubic point symmetry for the transition metal ion. In CaMnO 3 the transition metal formal valence is high-spin d 3 ; the t 2g shell is half filled and e g shell is empty and the insulating gap separates the (majority spin) t 2g and e g manifolds. In MnO the transition metal formal valence is high-spin d 5 , with half filled t 2g and e g shells and the insulating gap separates the majority and minority spin manifolds. In NiO (high-spin d 8 ) the t 2g shell is fully filled, the e g shell is half filled, and the gap separates majority and minority spin e g states. The situation is different in the case of FeO and CoO. In these compounds the t 2g shell is partially occupied and orbital order may occur in the ground state. The theoretically obtained gaps, spin and orbital moments are also different in the literature [53] [54] [55] [56] , which indicate the emergence of the local minima in system. In order to avoid converging to a local minima rather than the ground state, we have done a systematic study of the local minima in these systems by means of occupation matrix control. These results will be published elsewhere. Here we only present results for the global ground states for fixed magnetic structure.
We begin with NiO. Fig. 1 presents the total density of states as well as the projected density of states of the d orbitals in LDA+U and in LSDA+U methods for AFM and FM states. The system is found to be insulating for both states and both methods. The AFM state is the ground state of the system with the total energy of 0.26 eV (0.16 eV) lower than that of the FM state in LDA+U (LSDA+U ). The gap in the FM state is slightly smaller than the gap in the AFM state in both methods. This is expected as also has been discussed in Ref. [57] for a model system. The first and second (neighbor exchange interactions found via the MFT method are shown in Tab. II. The dominant interaction is the second neighbor exchange J 2 . The first neighbor interaction is extremely small because there is no superexchange path between the e g orbitals through one anion in this geometry (see e.g. Ref. [58] ). We see that the exchange interactions are negative, favoring antiferromagnetism as found also in the DFT total energy calculations. However the values of the exchange constants depend on the state and computational method, being strongest when computed in the ferromagnetic LDA+U ground state and weakest when computed from the antiferromagnetic LSDA+U state. Comparing Fig. 1 and Tab. II reveals that a larger band gap is associated with weaker exchange interactions, as expected for super-exchange interaction in insulating TMOs. In Eq. (3) the values of the onsite magnetic moments are effectively encoded in the J ij 's, one may ask whether the observed differences in exchange constants arise from a difference in magnetic moments. The results presented in the right-most column of Table. III show that this is not the case.
We now compare results across systems. Figure 2 plots the total exchange field (summed over all neighbors) J 0 = j J 0j against the band gap for all the systems studied here, using both methods and both reference states. We see that the band gaps are larger, and exchange constants smaller, for the AFM state than for the FM state, and band gaps are larger and exchange constants smaller in LSDA+U than in LDA+U. The reference dependence of band gap and exchange constants is stronger than the dependence on the method, and is more pronounced in LDA+U than in LSDA+U . Comparison of the slopes of the connecting lines emphasizes that the J 0 is more sensitive to the size of the gap in LDA+U (solid lines) than in LSDA+U (dashed lines) approach. However, in no case is the dependence of J 0 on E G as strong as the J 0 ∝ E In the LDA+U calculations reported here, magnetism arises from the additional interactions U and J, which favor high spin configurations of the transition metal d orbitals. In the LSDA+U calculations there are additional contributions to magnetism from the spin dependence of the exchange correlation functional and the double counting (J and m-dependent in LSDA+U but not LDA+U ). To understand these additional effects, we have performed a set of calculations in which the Hund's exchange J is set to 0. In this way, the double counting term is the same for both LDA+U and LSDA+U methods so that difference in the results stems from the XC functional. Fig. 3 shows one example: the projected density of states for the d-orbitals for MnO, (half filled dshell). We see that for MnO in both AFM and FM states, setting J = 0 in the LDA+U case reduces the splitting between majority and minority d-states and also the computed gap (indeed in the ferromagnetic case the majority and minority spin bands overlap slightly, leading to a metallic state), whereas for LSDA+U setting J = 0 leads to a slight increase in exchange splitting and gap size. The LDA+U result, that adding a J increases the exchange splitting of the transition metal d-states, seems intuitively reasonable [9] . However, nonzero J often tends to decrease the exchange splitting in LSDA+U [9] , but it might not be true in general [64] .
The corresponding exchange parameters computed for MnO with and without J are shown in Fig. 4 . Comparison of the left (J = 0.9 eV) and right (J = 0) panels shows that in the LDA+U approximation decreasing the onsite J increases the magnitude of the exchange constants (especially the crucial second neighbor constant J 2 ), as expected from the decrease of the insulating gap. However, in the LSDA+U approximation setting J = 0 leads to a slight decrease in the magnitude of the exchange constants, consistent again with the slight increase in the gap. Interestingly, in the LDA+U case the increase in the magntiude of the intersite exchange on setting J = 0 is noticeably greater for the AFM state than for the FM state. The weaker dependence of the intersite exchange on J in the LDA ferromagnetic state arises because at J = 0 the ground state is metallic, so a superexchange picture is not valid.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In order to gain insight into the ability of augmented density functionals to predict magnetic behavior we used the magnetic force theorem to calculate intersite spin exchange interactions in a series of insulating transition metal monoxides and the perovskite CaMnO 3 . We considered both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic ground states and performed calculations based on the local density and local spin density approximations, augmented by onsite interactions coupling the transition metal d orbitals. Because in the materials we consider, the charge gaps (∼ eV) are large compared to the maximum spin wave energies (∼ 0.2 eV) it seems reasonable to expect the magnetic properties to be governed by a generalized Heisenberg model, with spin exchange terms that are independent of the reference state (ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic) used to obtain them. We find, however, that the exchange interactions extracted from ferro-magnetic reference states are larger than those extracted from antiferromagnetic reference states, although the dependence on reference state is noticeably weaker in the LSDA+U approximation than in the LDA+U approximation.
Despite the reference-state dependence, a Heisenberg model description is not completely unreasonable. To demonstrate this, we consider the energy difference between FM and AFM states (∆E) in DFT+U and compare them with the ones obtained using Eq. (3) with the calculated J ij 's. For example, in case of CMO, where the AFM order is of G type, the Heisenberg model yields the following total energies:
where the J ij 's are obtained through four different considered cases (combinations of methods and reference states). In Fig. 5 we show the energy differences computed directly from LDA+U and LSDA+U total energies (circles connected by solid lines). In addition, the smaller triangles connected by dashed lines represent the energy differences computed through the intersite exchange constants as discussed above. The reference state dependence of the exchange constants implies uncertainty in the energy differences, which we represent as shaded areas bounded below by upward triangles (the AFM-derived exchange constants) and bounded above by downward triangles (the FM-derived exchange constants). Remarkably, we see that the directly computed LDA+U energy difference falls within the range of uncertainty of the Heisenberg-based estimate, and has essentially the same trends with material, suggesting that the LDA+U scheme indeed leads to the expected Heisenberglike magnetic physics (albeit with the uncertainties in the precise values of the exchange interactions). On the other hand for the LSDA+U approximation the directlyderived FM-AFM energy differences are both substantially smaller than the Heisenberg-derived values and do not show the same trends with material. In other words, the directly computed LSDA+U FM-AFM energy differences are not in correspondence with any set of extract of J ij parameters, implying that the LSDA+U FM-AFM total energy difference contains additional contributions, which are not captured by the Eq. (3) with TM spin degrees of freedom.
The induced polarization on oxygen present in the ferromagnetic LSDA state might contribute to the discrepancy. However, the effect of oxygen spin polarization on the exchange and magnetic states has been studied for different systems [25, 36, 37] . This effect usually contributes to the FM energy as ∆E = E O−pol + J ij are too small to account for the observed discrepancy in LSDA+U results. An alternative source of the discrepancy might be the spin dependence of the doublecounting correction, which as shown in Fig. 3 and noted previously [9, 65] , leads to a counterintuitive dependence on the onsite Hund's coupling J and (Fig. 4) to a similarly counterintuitive J-dependence of the LSDA-calculated exchange constants.
Finally, in Fig. 6 we extend an analysis shown in Fig. 5 by displaying the calculated U -dependence of the total energy differences in one of the systems, NiO. The qualitative difference between LDA+U and LSDA+U become even more apparent with LDA+U providing a consistent set between DFT-and Heisenberg model-based results. It further supports and demonstrates the robustness of our conclusion regarding the spin-polarization of the functional.
In summary, the set of inter-site J ij 's obtained by means of MFT provides good estimates of ordering temperatures and magnon dispersions, if combined with atomistic spin dynamics simulations [23] [24] [25] [26] . However, our results strongly suggest that if one extracts the J ij 's from the DFT+U total energies, the use of spin nonpolarized functional (e.g. LDA) is preferable. Moreover, in the light of this finding, it would be interesting to reconsider the importance of higher-order exchange interactions employing spin unpolarized DFT functional [35] . We also demonstrate that the non-Heisenberg behaviour of the MFT-derived J ij 's is a natural consequence of the different electronic structures of the FM and AFM states. We expect that the conclusions of the present study are not restricted to DFT+U method and also hold for DFT+DMFT, which deserves a separate study.
Note that alternatively one can extract exchange parameters in the paramagnetic (high temperature) phase, using the disordered local moments approach [66, 67] or dynamical mean field theory [68] . These methods are complementary to those used here, which describe ground state and low-lying excitations.
